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Mission Statement
The mission of the Township of Union Public Schools is to build on the
foundations of honesty, excellence, integrity, strong family, and community
partnerships. We promote a supportive learning environment where every
student is challenged, inspired, empowered, and respected as diverse
learners. Through cultivation of students' intellectual curiosity, skills and
knowledge, our students can achieve academically and socially, and
contribute as responsible and productive citizens of our global community.

Philosophy Statement
The Township of Union Public School District, as a societal agency, reflects
democratic ideals and concepts through its educational practices. It is the
belief of the Board of Education that a primary function of the Township of
Union Public School System is to formulate a learning climate conducive to
the needs of all students in general, providing therein for individual
differences. The school operates as a partner with the home and
community.

ADAPTING FILM FROM LITERATURE
Course Description
The purpose of the course is to examine a narrative’s progression from textual concept
to film product. A literature-driven course, Adapting Film From Literature requires
students to scrutinize the literary origin of a narrative in comparison and contrast to its
ultimate film product. By exposing students to various contemporary authors’
dramas/screenplays, short stories/novellas, and novels, as well as their visual
counterparts crafted by varied, stylistically unique film directors, it is believed that
students can experience a true holistic journey for each narrative. In studying the
literature, students will develop skills pertaining to reading comprehension, vocabulary
development, and understanding of narrative and literary elements in multiple media.
Furthermore, all students will rehearse skills pertaining to collegiate writing by crafting
MLA-style comparative analysis essays and projects, as well as learn the fundamentals
of film production— namely screenplay writing, storyboarding, and sound tracking.
Standards At-A-Glance
Reading

Writing

Speaking and
Listening

Language

Unit 1

RL.12.1
RL.12.2
RL.12.6

W.12.4
W.12.9
W.12.10

SL.12.1

L.12.1
L.12.6

Unit 2

RL.12.3
RL.12.4
RL.12.6

W.12.6
W.12.9
W.12.10

SL.12.1

L.12.1
L.12.2
L.12.4

Unit 3

RL.12.2
RL.12.3
RL.12.4

W.12.4
W.12.6
W.12.10

SL.12.1

L.12.1
L.12.2
L.12.6

Additional Standards
Unit
1

WIDA
ELP
STANDARD
2: The
Language of

Technology

21st Century / Career

● 8.1.12.A.2 Produce and edit a
multi-page digital document for a
commercial or professional
audience and present it to peers

Standard 9.1 All
students will
demonstrate the
creative, critical thinking,

Language
Arts

and/or professionals in that
related area for review.
● 8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online
courses, learning communities,
social networks or virtual worlds
to discuss a resolution to a
problem or issue.
● 8.1.12.D.1 Demonstrate
appropriate application of
copyright, fair use and/or
Creative Commons to an original
work.

collaboration, and
problem-solving skills
needed to function
successfully as both
global citizens and
workers in diverse
ethnic and
organizational cultures.

2

ELP
STANDARD
2: The
Language of
Language
Arts

● 8.1.12.A.2 Produce and edit a
multi-page digital document for a
commercial or professional
audience and present it to peers
and/or professionals in that
related area for review.
● 8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online
courses, learning communities,
social networks or virtual worlds
to discuss a resolution to a
problem or issue.
● 8.1.12.D.1 Demonstrate
appropriate application of
copyright, fair use and/or
Creative Commons to an original
work.

Standard 9.1 All
students will
demonstrate the
creative, critical thinking,
collaboration, and
problem-solving skills
needed to function
successfully as both
global citizens and
workers in diverse
ethnic and
organizational cultures.

3

ELP
STANDARD
2: The
Language of
Language
Arts

● 8.1.12.A.2 Produce and edit a
multi-page digital document for a
commercial or professional
audience and present it to peers
and/or professionals in that
related area for review.
● 8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online
courses, learning communities,
social networks or virtual worlds
to discuss a resolution to a
problem or issue.
● 8.1.12.D.1 Demonstrate
appropriate application of
copyright, fair use and/or
Creative Commons to an original

Standard 9.1 All
students will
demonstrate the
creative, critical thinking,
collaboration, and
problem-solving skills
needed to function
successfully as both
global citizens and
workers in diverse
ethnic and
organizational cultures.

work.

Pacing Guide
Anticipated Length of Time (days)
Unit 1

30 days

Unit 2

30 days

Unit 3

30 days
Unit 1: Daniel Wallace’s Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions

Unit Summary
By examining the literary genius of author, Daniel Wallace, as well as the unique
filmmaking of director, Tim Burton, students will explore a fantastical journey that
ponders the distinction between myths and realities. The prevalent theme in both
media is fantasy v. reality, yet a variety of themes such as familial obligation, mortality,
one’s origin and legacy are featured as well. Daniel Wallace’s novel is written in a
chronological series of tall tales as narrated by Edward Bloom’s son, William, who is
trying desperately to reconcile the difference between what he thinks he knows about
his terminally ill father and what his father actually is. The various stories are Will's
retelling of tales that Edward has told about his life. For instance, the 'My Father's
Death Take' chapters are William planning out his final conversation with his father in
his head and how it will go, so that when the actual conversation takes place, he will be
able to get to bottom of the truth and of truly understanding his father. Daniel Wallace’s
Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions is a fictional novel of southern Americana
which draws elements from the epic poem The Odyssey, James Joyce's Ulysses, and
American tall tales. Students will subsequently examine the novel’s companion film, as
constructed by legendary director, Tim Burton. In the end, the ultimate goal for
students who partake in the exploration of this novel and film is that they also partake
in the exploration of themselves—their mythical and/or realistic origins and makeup.

Essential Questions
➢ How much do we know of our ancestors?
➢ Why is storytelling an integral aspect of one’s life?
➢ How difficult can it be to break familial traditions and/or customs?
➢ What is stranger: truth or fiction?
➢ How far may one go to pursue love?
➢ What in an individual willing to do in pursuit of one’s dreams?

READING
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Accurately cite strong and thorough RL.12.3
textual evidence, (e.g., via
RL.12.4
discussion, written response, etc.), RL.12.6
to support analysis of what the text
says explicitly as well as
inferentially, including determining
where the text leaves matters
uncertain.
● Analyze a complex set of ideas or
sequence of events and explain
how specific individuals, ideas, or
events interact and develop over
the course of the text.
● Determine an author’s point of view
or purpose in a text in which the
rhetoric is particularly effective,
analyzing how style and content
contribute to the power,
persuasiveness or beauty of the
text.
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Daniel Wallace’s novel: Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions (1998)
● Daniel Wallace’s Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions audiobook, narrated
by Tom Stechschulte (2004)
● Tim Burton’s film, Big Fish (2003)

WRITING
Critical Knowledge and Skills
● Write arguments to support claims
in an analysis of substantive topics
or texts, using valid reasoning and
relevant and sufficient evidence.
● Conduct short as well as more
sustained research projects,
utilizing an inquiry-based research
process, based on focused
questions, demonstrating
understanding of the subject under
investigation.
● Gather relevant information from
multiple print and digital sources,
assess the credibility and accuracy
of each source, and integrate the
information while avoiding
plagiarism.

Standards
W.12.6
W.12.9
W.12.10

Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Daniel Wallace’s novel: Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions (1998)
● Daniel Wallace’s Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions audiobook, narrated
by Tom Stechschulte (2004)
● Tim Burton’s film, Big Fish (2003)
SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Initiate and participate effectively in SL.12.1
a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on- one, in
groups, and teacher-led) with
peers on grades 11–12 topics,
texts, and issues, b
 uilding on
others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly and persuasively.
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources

● Daniel Wallace’s novel: Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions (1998)
● Daniel Wallace’s Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions audiobook, narrated
by Tom Stechschulte (2004)
● Tim Burton’s film, Big Fish (2003)
LANGUAGE
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Demonstrate command of the
L.12.1
conventions of standard English
L.12.2
grammar and usage when writing
L.12.4
or speaking.
● Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English
capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.
● Determine or clarify the meaning of
unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases
● Acquire and use accurately general
academic and domain-specific
words and phrases, sufficient for
reading, writing, speaking, and
listening at the college and career
readiness level
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Daniel Wallace’s novel: Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions (1998)
● Daniel Wallace’s Big Fish: A Novel of Mythic Proportions audiobook, narrated
by Tom Stechschulte (2004)
● Tim Burton’s film, Big Fish (2003)
ASSESSMENT PLAN
District/School Formative
Assessment Plan

District/School Summative
Assessment Plan

● Pre-reading movie poster project
● Pre-reading “Myth Vs. Reality”
storyboarding
● Pre-reading vocabulary (Parts 1, 2
and 3)
● Experiential theme journals (Parts
1 and 2)
● Active reading questions and
citation prompts (Parts 1, 2 and 3)
● Constructed response prompts
● Post-reading review tasks (Parts 1,
2 and 3)
● Annotations “Post-It” quizzes
(Parts 1, 2 and 3)
● “Do Now” quote analysis
District/School Texts

● MLA-style comparative analysis
essay

District/School
Supplementary Materials

● Daniel Wallace’s novel: Big Fish: A
Novel of Mythic Proportions (1998)

● Daniel Wallace’s Big Fish: A Novel
of Mythic Proportions audiobook,
narrated by Tom Stechschulte
(2004)
● Tim Burton’s film, Big Fish (2003)

District/School Writing Tasks
Task
● MLA documented
writing

Primary Focus
● Citations; synthesis
of multiple media

Suggested Modifications

Secondary Focus
● Language;
grammar and
syntax conventions;
MLA formatting

- Modified assessment tasks/rubrics
- Additional time for completion
- Paired activities
- Reading written instructions
- Providing notes/study guides
- Modeling and providing examples
- Non-verbal cues
- Bilingual dictionary use
- Pairing visual prompts with verbal presentations
- Highlighting key words and key strategies
- Preferred seating
- RTI
- Scaffolding complexity level of questioning
- Differentiated assignment of novels and short readings
- Assist with organization/planning
- Provide graphic organizers/partially completed activities
- Others as determined appropriate by IEP/504/I&RS plan/RTI plan/classroom
instructor
Interdisciplinary Connections
- Historical influence of time periods in which texts were written and/or represent
- film/photography

INSTRUCTIONAL BEST PRACTICES AND EXEMPLARS
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9Gnnh_UjgtteTFoTFNyX2V0MzA?usp=shari
ng

Unit 2: Chazz Palminteri’s A Bronx Tale
Unit Summary
Engaging with varied forms of literature and media is important for any learner. In this
unit, students will be challenged to examine an influential film screenplay that was
conceived with its film product to follow. Conducting a “table read” in the form of a
pre-production meeting, students will divide responsibilities as if they are part of a
professional film company’s actors/actresses guild casted for a role. Ultimately, after
the literature has been analyzed for its narrative and literary elements, historical and
social contexts, vocabulary, themes, author style, and screenplay structure/formatting,
students will view the corresponding film to reinforce their textual understanding of A
Bronx Tale. This “coming of age” narrative is a powerful and realistic portrayal of life in
the Bronx during the early to late 1960’s, from an Italian-American perspective,
focusing on themes of parental influence, violence, racial relations, and stereotyping.
The end goal of this unit is for students to incorporate their knowledge of both media,
as well as their unique passion for music, by creating and presenting a modern
soundtrack for the film.
Essential Questions
➢ Is it better to be loved or feared?
➢ Does an individual become the product of their environment?
➢ How difficult can it be to break familial traditions and/or customs?
➢ Can kindness be mistaken for weakness?
➢ How far may one go to pursue one’s destiny?
➢ Is it okay to witness injustice and remain silent?

READING
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Accurately cite strong and thorough RL.12.3
textual evidence, (e.g., via
RL.12.4
discussion, written response, etc.), RL.12.6
to support analysis of what the text
says explicitly as well as
inferentially, including determining
where the text leaves matters
uncertain.
● Analyze a complex set of ideas or
sequence of events and explain
how specific individuals, ideas, or
events interact and develop over
the course of the text.
● Determine an author’s point of view
or purpose in a text in which the
rhetoric is particularly effective,
analyzing how style and content
contribute to the power,
persuasiveness or beauty of the
text.
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Chazz Palminteri’s screenplay, A Bronx Tale (1992)
● Robert De Niro’s film, A Bronx Tale (1993)

WRITING
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Write arguments to support claims
in an analysis of substantive topics
or texts, using valid reasoning and
relevant and sufficient evidence.
● Conduct short as well as more
sustained research projects,
utilizing an inquiry-based research
process, based on focused
questions, demonstrating
understanding of the subject under
investigation.
● Gather relevant information from
multiple print and digital sources,
assess the credibility and accuracy
of each source, and integrate the
information while avoiding
plagiarism.

W.12.6
W.12.9
W.12.10

Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Chazz Palminteri’s screenplay, A Bronx Tale (1992)
● Robert De Niro’s film, A Bronx Tale (1993)
SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Initiate and participate effectively in SL.12.1
a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on- one, in
groups, and teacher-led) with
peers on grades 11–12 topics,
texts, and issues, b
 uilding on
others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly and persuasively.
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Chazz Palminteri’s screenplay, A Bronx Tale (1992)
● Robert De Niro’s film, A Bronx Tale (1993)
LANGUAGE

Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Demonstrate command of the
L.12.1
conventions of standard English
L.12.2
grammar and usage when writing
L.12.4
or speaking.
● Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English
capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.
● Determine or clarify the meaning of
unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases
● Acquire and use accurately general
academic and domain-specific
words and phrases, sufficient for
reading, writing, speaking, and
listening at the college and career
readiness level
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Chazz Palminteri’s screenplay, A Bronx Tale (1992)
● Robert De Niro’s film, A Bronx Tale (1993)
ASSESSMENT PLAN
District/School Formative
Assessment Plan

District/School Summative
Assessment Plan

● Pre-reading Webquest
● Pre-reading vocabulary (Parts 1, 2
and 3)
● Pre-reading theme journal (Parts 1,
2 and 3)
● Active reading questions and
citation prompts (Parts 1, 2 and 3)
● Constructed response prompts
● Post-reading review tasks (Parts 1,
2 and 3)
● Comprehension quizzes (Parts 1, 2
and 3)
● “Do Now” quote analysis
District/School Texts

● MLA-style soundtrack project and
presentation

District/School
Supplementary Materials

● Chazz Palminteri’s screenplay, A
Bronx Tale (1992)

● Robert De Niro’s film, A Bronx Tale
(1993)

District/School Writing Tasks
Task
● MLA documented
writing

Primary Focus
● Citations; synthesis
of multiple media;
presentation

Suggested Modifications

Secondary Focus
● Language;
grammar and
syntax conventions;
MLA formatting

- Modified assessment tasks/rubrics
- Additional time for completion
- Paired activities
- Reading written instructions
- Providing notes/study guides
- Modeling and providing examples
- Non-verbal cues
- Bilingual dictionary use
- Pairing visual prompts with verbal presentations
- Highlighting key words and key strategies
- Preferred seating
- RTI
- Scaffolding complexity level of questioning
- Differentiated assignment of novels and short readings
- Assist with organization/planning
- Provide graphic organizers/partially completed activities
- Others as determined appropriate by IEP/504/I&RS plan/RTI plan/classroom
instructor
Interdisciplinary Connections
- Historical influence of time periods in which texts were written and/or represent
- film/photography
INSTRUCTIONAL BEST PRACTICES AND EXEMPLARS
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9Gnnh_UjgtteXBxcWRPT2l6dGM?usp=shari
ng

Unit 3: Stephen King’s “Rita Hayworth and The Shawshank Redemption”
Unit Summary
Engaging with varied forms of literature and media is important for any learner. In this
unit, students will be challenged to examine an influential short story (novella) that
inevitably became, according to IMDB.com, the “best film ever made”. Essentially this
unit explores why this film is credited with such prestige by looking at Stephen King’s
original literary intentions. After conducting a close read of King’s short story, “Rita
Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption”, students will have to synthesize their
understanding of King’s text with further examination of the adapted film version, Frank
Darabont’s The Shawshank Redemption. Furthermore, the students will be required to
display their understanding of a prevalent theme in both works, institutionalization, as
well as incorporate sources via research for said theme, by crafting an MLA-style
synthesis essay (unit assessment).
Essential Questions
➢ What are some of the negative aspects of injustice, especially in regards to
wrongful prosecution?
➢ How does an individual function following the effects of institutionalization?
➢ Can an individual find hope while in a seemingly hopeless situation?
➢ How far may one go to pursue one’s destiny?
➢ Is it okay to witness injustice and remain silent?
➢ How important is self-reliance, wisdom, and patience to someone who has been
incarcerated?
➢ In what ways is our society’s criminal justice system successful? Faulty?

READING
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Accurately cite strong and thorough RL.12.3
textual evidence, (e.g., via
RL.12.4
discussion, written response, etc.), RL.12.6
to support analysis of what the text
says explicitly as well as
inferentially, including determining
where the text leaves matters
uncertain.
● Analyze a complex set of ideas or
sequence of events and explain
how specific individuals, ideas, or
events interact and develop over
the course of the text.
● Determine an author’s point of view
or purpose in a text in which the
rhetoric is particularly effective,
analyzing how style and content
contribute to the power,
persuasiveness or beauty of the
text.
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Stephen King’s novella, “Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption” (aka
“Hope Springs Eternal”) from the novel, Different Seasons (1982)
● Stephen King’s Different Seasons audiobook narrated by Frank Muller (2016)
● Frank Darabont’s film, The Shawshank Redemption (1994)
WRITING
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Write arguments to support claims
in an analysis of substantive topics
or texts, using valid reasoning and
relevant and sufficient evidence.
● Conduct short as well as more
sustained research projects,
utilizing an inquiry-based research
process, based on focused
questions, demonstrating
understanding of the subject under
investigation.
● Gather relevant information from
multiple print and digital sources,
assess the credibility and accuracy
of each source, and integrate the
information while avoiding
plagiarism.

W.12.6
W.12.9
W.12.10

Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Stephen King’s novella, “Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption” (aka
“Hope Springs Eternal”) from the novel, Different Seasons (1982)
● Stephen King’s Different Seasons audiobook narrated by Frank Muller (2016)
● Frank Darabont’s film, The Shawshank Redemption (1994)

SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Initiate and participate effectively in SL.12.1
a range of collaborative
discussions (one-on- one, in
groups, and teacher-led) with
peers on grades 11–12 topics,
texts, and issues, b
 uilding on
others’ ideas and expressing their
own clearly and persuasively.
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources

● Stephen King’s novella, “Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption” (aka
“Hope Springs Eternal”) from the novel, Different Seasons (1982)
● Stephen King’s Different Seasons audiobook narrated by Frank Muller (2016)
● Frank Darabont’s film, The Shawshank Redemption (1994)
LANGUAGE
Critical Knowledge and Skills

Standards

● Demonstrate command of the
L.12.1
conventions of standard English
L.12.2
grammar and usage when writing
L.12.4
or speaking.
● Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English
capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing.
● Determine or clarify the meaning of
unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases
● Acquire and use accurately general
academic and domain-specific
words and phrases, sufficient for
reading, writing, speaking, and
listening at the college and career
readiness level
Suggested Materials/Educational Resources
● Stephen King’s novella, “Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption” (aka
“Hope Springs Eternal”) from the novel, Different Seasons (1982)
● Stephen King’s Different Seasons audiobook narrated by Frank Muller (2016)
● Frank Darabont’s film, The Shawshank Redemption (1994)
ASSESSMENT PLAN
District/School Formative
Assessment Plan

District/School Summative
Assessment Plan

● Pre-reading themes questionnaire
● Pre-reading Webquest (author)
● Pre-reading vocabulary (parts 1
and 2)
● Pre-reading theme journal (parts 1
and 2)
● Active reading questions and
citation prompts (parts 1 and 2)
● Constructed response prompts
● “Do Now” quote analysis
District/School Texts

● MLA-style synthesis essay
(research-based)

District/School
Supplementary Materials

● Stephen King’s novella, “Rita
Hayworth and the Shawshank
Redemption” (aka “Hope Springs
Eternal”) from the novel, Different
Seasons (1982)

● Stephen King’s Different Seasons
audiobook narrated by Frank
Muller (2016)
● Frank Darabont’s film, The
Shawshank Redemption (1994)

District/School Writing Tasks
Task
● MLA documented
writing

Primary Focus
● Citations; research
and synthesis of
multiple media

Suggested Modifications

Secondary Focus
● Language;
grammar and
syntax conventions;
MLA formatting

- Modified assessment tasks/rubrics
- Additional time for completion
- Paired activities
- Reading written instructions
- Providing notes/study guides
- Modeling and providing examples
- Non-verbal cues
- Bilingual dictionary use
- Pairing visual prompts with verbal presentations
- Highlighting key words and key strategies
- Preferred seating
- RTI
- Scaffolding complexity level of questioning
- Differentiated assignment of novels and short readings
- Assist with organization/planning
- Provide graphic organizers/partially completed activities
- Others as determined appropriate by IEP/504/I&RS plan/RTI plan/classroom
instructor
Interdisciplinary Connections
- Historical influence of time periods in which texts were written and/or represent
- film/photography
INSTRUCTIONAL BEST PRACTICES AND EXEMPLARS
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9Gnnh_UjgttcVl5SUNzcDJjelU?usp=sharing

